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Currency view 24h call 

USD: In a busy week for US data, culminating with the release of non-farm 
payrolls on Friday, markets will be looking for further conviction over the timing 
of the first rate hike in light of the Fed’s data-dependent policy approach. 
Indeed, Chair Yellen’s speech on Friday confirmed that patience has now been 
replaced by prudence, with an improving labour market still the key precursor for 
future domestic inflation. While subdued activity data would not necessarily rule 
out a June lift-off (given that adverse weather and regional disruptions will still 
feature in these 1Q15 numbers), the impact is likely to be felt on sentiment for 
the USD ahead of the all-important labour market report. Today we have the 
release of personal income and spending, core PCE inflation and pending home 
sales data, where we expect outcomes in line with consensus to provide modest 
support for the DXY (targeting a move higher towards the 98 level). 

 
 

EUR: The key domestic focus for the week will be on tomorrow's Eurozone flash 
CPI estimate, which is likely to re-emphasise the ECB’s persistently low inflation 
dilemma. Ahead of this, German CPI data out this afternoon will be closely 
monitored, as this is often a good gauge for how the aggregate number will fare. 
The Greek bailout debacle continues to linger in the background, with creditors 
over the weekend assessing a new set of reform plans submitted last Friday. 
Yet, any immediate agreement still remains in the balance and concerns are 
mounting over Greece failing to make its EUR450m IMF loan payment (due 
April 9), as highlighted by Fitch downgrading the country’s rating to “substantial 
credit risk” last week. We expect a relief-rally following any temporary resolution 
to be limited (markets are pricing in some form of agreement), with a resumption 
of the bearish trend likely to see EUR/USD test the 1.08 support today. 

 
 

GBP: The dissolution of parliament today, which signals the official start of the 
May general election campaign trail for all parties, means that the political 
headwinds for GBP are likely to intensify (polls over the weekend continue to 
show that a hung parliament is the most likely outcome). We continue to see this 
factor dominating domestic data and BoE policy bias, with a break below the 
1.48 support likely to see further downside towards the low 1.47 region. 

 
 

CAD: Near-term dynamics for USD/CAD are likely to be dictated by oil and US 
data (see page 2), with domestic data playing a reduced role (ie, it will now take 
a bigger surprise to have any material impact on the cross). Uncertainty over 
Iran’s nuclear deal (with the impending March 31 deadline) has taken its toll on 
oil prices. As such, CAD and NOK could face short-term pressures. 

 
 

 

Key data releases and events 

Country GMT Data/event ING forecast Consensus Prior 

United States 1330 Feb Personal Income (MoM%) 0.3 0.3 0.3 
 1330 Feb Personal Spending (MoM%) 0.2 0.2 -0.2 
 1330 Feb PCE Core (MoM/YoY%) 0.2 0.1/- 0.1/1.3 
Eurozone 1000 Mar Economic Confidence 103.1 - 102.1 
Germany 1300 Mar P CPI (MoM/YoY%) 0.3/0.1 -/- 0.9/0.1 
UK 0930 Bank of England publishes details of scenarios for 2015 bank stress test 
Source: ING 
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CAD: A shift in dynamics 
• BoC suggest that the poor 1Q data is likely due to lower oil prices having front-loaded effects on the economy… 
• …but if activity and employment data fails to gain traction then it will be difficult to justify keeping rates on hold 
• US data now a key factor for USD/CAD, with domestic data playing a reduced role after “front-loading” comments 
At its meeting earlier this month, the BoC kept rates on hold at 0.75% as this was considered “still appropriate” in light of the fact 
that “financial conditions in Canada have eased materially” since January’s surprise 25bp rate cut. Our view for a cut in March 
was largely based on the recent softness of economic data and while it is expected that the worst has yet to come, Governor 
Poloz stated last week that the poor 1Q data may be due to lower oil prices having front-loaded effects on the economy. 

Thus maintaining low rates (and a weaker currency) will be especially helpful to the trade sector, which the BoC has highlighted 
as a key source of economic growth. With exports growing in surplus of 10% YoY in 3Q14, policymakers were hopeful that their 
story was coming to fruition. However, the latest data shows that export growth has slowed abruptly to 3.5% YoY in January, 
partly a function of lower oil prices weighing on export values. While the non-energy component has been picking up, this may 
not necessarily translate into strong growth any time soon as the manufacturing sector remains limited by capacity constraints. 

The second strand of the BoC’s growth story last year was a recovery in business investment. But with the oil and gas sector 
(which accounts for circa 32% of total business investment) “anticipated to fall by about a third” in 2015, it is now expected to 
have a negative contribution to real GDP growth. The knock-on effects for the labour market are already being observed, with 
the unemployment rate for February ticking up to 6.8% and the BoC’s labour market indicator pointing to further slack. 

Nevertheless, we believe that the BoC will continue to adopt a “wait-and-see” approach in its assessment of whether further 
stimulus will be required. Concerns over housing market pressures and household debt-to-income ratios will certainly be taken 
into account. However, if the impact of the oil price shock is indeed front-loaded (as the BoC suggests), it is also likely to “be 
over sooner”, meaning that economic data should begin to rebound quickly in 2H15. Should this not be the case, and the 
economy in fact continues to materially deteriorate, then it will be increasingly difficult for the BoC to justify not lowering rates. 

Fig 1 USD/CAD likely to be driven by oil and US data… 
 

Fig 2 …with domestic data now playing a reduced role 
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Market expectations for a BoC rate cut have dropped off significantly following the decision to keep rates on hold in March. As 
such, we now expect the near-term dynamics for USD/CAD to be dictated by two factors: (1) oil prices and (2) US economic data 
(Figure 1), with the former partially offsetting the effects of broad-based US dollar strength stemming from our expectations of a 
rebound in US economic data and the looming prospect of Fed rate hikes. However, we expect incremental increases in the 
price of oil to have a diminishing impact on the cross. Instead, we believe that the incoming flow of US data – which will dictate 
the Fed’s policy bias – will be a greater factor for USD/CAD, with domestic data playing a reduced role for now. Indeed, Figure 2 
shows that the cross has become more sensitive to US data since 3Q14 (relative to the same period a year ago). 

Should we remain in a subdued USD environment, we expect the dovish BoC policy bias to limit any material CAD upside (markets 
are still pricing in one more 25bp rate cut by the year end). Despite the sharp move higher in oil prices last week, USD/CAD once 
again failed to break below 1.24, while the cross found top-side resistance around the 1.28 level prior to the March FOMC meeting. 
We continue to see USD/CAD moving higher, with a run of strong US data prints (acting as a clear signal for forthcoming Fed rate 
hikes and sending US rates higher) the likely catalyst for a break in the current range-bound trading.       viraj.patel@uk.ing.com 
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